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Abstract 

On 08th November 2016, the sudden declaration to de-adaptation the high section money notes of Rs. 

1000 and Rs. 500 sent tremors all over the nation. Given the planning, and financial and political 

repercussions of the choice, many named it a financial emergency. Demonetization is trailed by 

remonetization to supplant the old stopped money with cash in the economy. Remonetization after 

demonetization is a tough assignment started by Government to make India Digital. The Digital India 

program is a main program of the Government of India with a dream to change India into a carefully 

enabled society and information economy. "Faceless, Paperless, Cashless" is one of expressed part of 

Digital India. A surge in non-money exchanges through computerized alternatives, for example, 

portable wallets and check cards is a clear sign that India is slowly grasping the cashless economy, yet it 

stays to be checked whether this will proceed when new cash notes come into circulation. However, one 

of the significant concerns would be advanced security. It might be noticed that to have a smooth 

progress to a computerized economy, the administration needs a strategy of advanced security. A solid 

advanced security and generally safe will upgrade the spread of computerized/cashless economy. 
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Introduction 

With impact from 8th November 2016 Tuesday Midnight PM Shri Narendra Modi Ji Banned the 

Currency notes of 500 and 1000. It is a strict choice of forbidding normal 500 and 1000 rupee notes 

from dissemination which is an aftereffect of finding 1.25 lakh crore dark cash. Inside 3 days of that 

striking choice: - 35000 Crore Rs. Stored in banks and surmised 1500 Crore Rs. Black Money were 

pulverized. Given high extent of these notes available for use (more than 86 percent), demonetization 

prompted most financial exercises, especially work, influenced bigly. Political gatherings, in any case, 

appeared to be separated on the issue, i.e. those for the choice feel it will control the dashing size of dark 
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cash, fake money, cross guest fear mongering, and so on. In sharp difference, the others trust it is a 

simply un-mindful, choice, in view of no or poor comprehension of black economy, and thus is just 

politically persuaded in wake of the gathering decisions due in two or three states especially UP. What's 

more, they likewise trust the given choice of demonetization is a long way from ground reality, and 

subsequently is probably not going to get anything unmistakable with the exception of making tragedies 

a huge number of individuals by influencing them to remain in line without stopping for even a minute. 

In an imperative move, this measure has been taken by the PM trying to address the determination 

against defilement, dark cash and fake notes. This move is required to purge the formal financial 

framework and dispose of dark cash from the same. As a likely outcome of this choice on different 

monetary factors and substances are specified as takes after:  

1) Effect on Parallel Economy:  

The expulsion of these 500 and 1000 notes and supplanting of the same with new 500 and 2000 Rupee 

Notes is required to expel dark cash from the economy as they will be hindered since the proprietors 

won't be in a position to store the same in the banks,  

- Temporarily slow down the course of vast volume of fake cash and  

- Control the financing for hostile to social components like sneaking, fear mongering, undercover work, 

and so on.  

2) Effect on Demand:  

The general request is relied upon to be influenced to a degree. The request in following territories is to 

be affected especially:  

 Customer merchandise  

 Land and Property  

 Gold and extravagance merchandise  

 Cars (just to a specific breaking point)  

All these said parts are relied upon to confront certain control sought after from the purchaser. 
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3) Effect on Money Supply:  

With the more established 500 and 1000 Rupees notes being rejected, until the point when the new 500 

and 2000 Rupees notes get generally flowed in the market, cash supply is relied upon to diminish in the 

short run. To the degree that dark cash (which is not fake) does not re-enter the framework, save cash 

and henceforth cash supply will diminish for all the time. However step by step as the new notes get 

flowed in the market and the jumble gets rectified, cash supply will get.  

 4) Effect on Prices: 

Value level is relied upon to be brought due down to balance from interest side. This request driven fall 

in costs could be comprehended as takes after:  

Buyer Products: Prices are relied upon to fall just possibly because of control sought after as utilization 

of cards and checks would make up for a few buys.  

Land and Property: Prices in this division are to a great extent anticipated that would fall, particularly 

for offers of properties where real piece of the exchange is money based, instead of in light of banks 

exchange or check exchanges. In the medium term, however the costs in this part could recover a few 

levels as engineers rebalance their costs (presumably charging more on check installment).  

5) Effect on Different Financial Elements:  

With trade exchange bringing down out the short run, until the point that the new notes are spread 

broadly into dissemination, certain areas of the general public could confront here and now disturbances 

in help of their exchanges. These segments are:  

 Farming and related area  

 Little merchants  

 SME  

 Administrations Sector  

 Family Units  

 Political Parties  

 Experts like Specialist, Wood Worker, Utility Specialist Co-Ops, and so forth.  

 Retail Outlets  
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The nature, recurrence and measures of the business exchanges required with these segments of the 

economy require money exchanges on more incessant premise. In this way, these fragments are relied 

upon to have the hugest affect post this demonetization procedure and the presentation of new notes 

available for use.  

6) Effect on Banks:  

As coordinated by the Government, the 500 and 1000 Rupee notes which now stop to be lawful delicate 

are to be kept or traded in banks (subject as far as possible). This will consequently prompt more sums 

being saved in Savings and Current Account of business banks. This thus will upgrade the liquidity 

position of the banks, which can be used further to lend purposes. In any case, to the degree that families 

have clutched these assets for crisis purposes, there would be withdrawals at the second stage.  

7) Effect on GDP:  

The GDP development could be affected by this measure, with decrease in the utilization request. 

However with the current ascent in celebration request is relied upon to counterbalance this fall in 

general effect. Also, this normal effect on GDP may not be noteworthy as some of this request might be 

conceded and re-enter the stream once the money circumstance winds up plainly ordinary.  

8) Effect on Online Transactions and Option Methods of Installment:  

With money exchanges confronting a diminishment, elective types of installment will see a surge sought 

after. Computerized exchange frameworks, E wallets and applications, online exchanges utilizing E 

managing an account, use of Plastic cash (Debit and Credit Cards), and so on will see significant 

increment sought after. This ought to in the end prompt fortifying of such frameworks and the 

foundation required.  

As specified above, among all ramifications of demonetization, its effect on work is critical, especially 

in a circumstance when greater part of wage installments are made in real money frame. Given the idea 

of enormous casual business, more than 95 percent of aggregate exchanges in India are in real money 

frame. The choice of sudden „demonetization‟ in this manner drove the work advertise flow changed 

essentially by rendering a great many specialists presented to expanded instability in business; they 

depended on „reverse migration‟. For work development, financial development is one of the essential 

components. In a circumstance, when the retreat stage caused by worldwide emergency of 2009 had 

barely diminished away, the current move of demonetization will push development descending as 

anticipated by most monetary organizations including RBI and IMF. The forecast of decrease in GDP 

ranges from 0.5 percent to 2 percent. Hypothetically, a unit decreases in development rate comes about a 
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decrease in work development rate, an idea called as business flexibility (BF) of yield. Along these 

lines, work advertise, especially casual in nature, will be most influenced by the move. 

Demonetization to Digital Remonetization:  

Demonetization is trailed by remonetization to supplant the old suspended cash with money in the 

economy. Remonetization after demonetization is a tough errand started by Government to make India 

Digital. The Digital India program is a main program of the Government of India with a dream to 

transform India into a carefully enabled society and information economy. "Faceless, Paperless, 

Cashless" is one of expressed part of Digital India. As a piece of advancing cashless exchanges and 

changing over India into less-money society, different methods of computerized installments are 

accessible, for example, Banking cards, USSD (the Unstructured Supplementary Service Data), AEPS 

(Aadhaar Enabled Payment System), UPI, Mobile wallets, Banks Pre-paid Cards, Points of Sale, 

Internet Banking, Mobile Banking and Micro ATMs.  

Measures taken by the Government: 

A portion of the initiatives/measures taken by the Government are as under: 

 The Central Government Petroleum PSUs has started to give imaginative by offering a 

markdown at the rate of 0.75% of the deal cost to buyers on buy of oil/diesel if installment is 

made through computerized means. The motivating force conspire has the capability of moving 

no less than 30% more client to advanced means which will additionally decrease the money 

necessity of almost INR 2 lakh crore for every year at the oil pumps.  

 For paid administrations e.g. providing food, settlement, resigning rooms and so forth being 

offered by railroads through its offshoot elements/enterprises to the travelers, it will give a 

markdown of 5% to installment of these administrations through advanced means. Every one of 

the travelers going on railroads profiting these administrations may profit the advantage.  

 Keeping in mind the end goal to upgrade the computerized installment framework in rustic 

territories, the Central Government through National Bank for Agriculture and Rural 

Development (NABARD) will stretch out the money related help to qualified banks for 

arrangement of 2 Point of Sale (POS) gadgets each in 1 Lakh towns with the number of 

inhabitants in under 10,000. These POS machines are planned to be conveyed at essential 

agreeable social orders/drain social orders/rural information merchants to encourage agri-related 

exchanges through computerized implies. This will additionally profit ranchers of one lakh town 
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covering an aggregate populace of about 75 crore who will have office to execute cashless in 

their towns for their agri needs.  

 The Central Government through NABARD will likewise bolster Rural Regional Banks and 

Cooperative Banks to issue "Rupay Kisan Cards" to 4.32 crore Kisan Credit card holders to 

empower them to make advanced exchanges at POS Machines/Micro ATMs/ATMs.  

 Open area insurance agencies will give impetus, by method for rebate or credit, upto 10% of the 

premium when all is said in done protection strategies and 8% in new life arrangements of Life 

Insurance Corporation sold through the client entries, in the event that installment is made 

through advanced means.  

 Open part banks are prompted that dealer ought not be required to pay more than INR 100 every 

month as month to month rental for PoS terminals/Micro ATMs/portable POS from the vendors 

to expedite little shipper board the advanced installment eco framework.  

 Railroad through its sub urban rail line organize should give motivation by method for rebate 

upto 0.5% to clients for month to month or occasional tickets from January 2017, if installment 

is made through computerized implies. All railroad travelers purchasing on the web ticket might 

be given free accidental insurance upto INR 10 Lakh.  

 The Central Government Departments and Central Public Sector Undertakings will guarantee 

that exchanges expense/MDR accuses related of installment through advanced means should not 

be passed on to the customers and every single such cost might be borne by them. State 

Governments are being exhorted that the State Governments and its associations ought to 

likewise consider to ingest the exchange expense/MDR charges identified with advanced 

installment to them and buyer ought not to be made a request to hold up under it.  

 No administration duty will be charged on computerized exchange charges/MDR for exchanges 

upto Rs.2000 per exchange.  

 For the installment of toll at Toll Plazas on National Highways utilizing Radio-recurrence 

Identification (RFID) card/fast labels, a rebate of 10% will be accessible to clients in the year 

2016-17.  

Further in addition to above measures gave, Government additionally reported New Yojana’s Post 

Demonetization. As India move towards a computerized and cashless economy, the Government 

reported two plans fortunate Grahak Yojana and Digi-Dhan Vyapar Yojana to give money honors to 
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purchasers and dealers who use advanced installment instruments for individual utilization 

consumptions. The prizes extend from INR 1000 to INR 1 crore and the exchanges allowed are from 

INR 50 to INR 3000 to keep the attention on the normal man. The plans won't just give a lift to cashless 

exchanges, however will especially bring poor people, and bring down white collar class and 

independent companies into the advanced installment overlap, and better approach forever.  

Conclusion 

From the above discussion, it can be effortlessly reasoned that the year 2017 is an imperative 

development for India In any case, the popular expressions like "less money", "cashless" and 

"advanced" don't generally pass on the range and assorted variety of the change. It is really a progress to 

another social and behavioral example. Relocating from a money economy to a computerized economy 

requires a major behavioral and social move, and a recast of the entire mentality. Making devices 

accessible to the general public won't enable unless we to realize a social and behavioral change. The 

demonetization attempted by the legislature was a substantial stun to the economy. The effect of the stun 

in the medium term was a component of the amount of the money will be supplanted toward the finish 

of the substitution procedure and the degree to which cash available for use is quenched. While it has 

been contended that the money that would be stifled would be "dark cash" and henceforth, ought to be 

legitimately quenched to set right the unreasonable motivating force structure in the economy, this 

contention depends on impressions as opposed to on realities. A surge in non-money exchanges through 

computerized choices, for example, portable wallets and platinum cards is a reasonable sign that India is 

step by step grasping the cashless economy, yet it stays to be checked whether this will proceed when 

new money notes come into dissemination. In any case, one of the real concerns would be advanced 

security. It might be noticed that to have a smooth change to a computerized economy, the 

administration needs a strategy of advanced security. A strong computerized security and generally safe 

or low risk will improve the spread of advanced/cashless economy. 
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